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the ribbon is a primary component in microsoft office. it
consists of tabs and buttons. a microsoft office ribbon
feature to highlight certain tools in a tab. in microsoft
word 2007, users can instantly preview sections of a
document before clicking the print button. the preview
function is customizable through the ribbon's toolbars
menu. instantly spot spelling mistakes or grammar errors
when composing an e-mail message in microsoft word
2007, by displaying these differences automatically in
the visual editor. the tools menu is the place to find and
launch common tools in the office suite, including the
word art tools. for example, if you prefer to edit your
word documents using photoshop instead of microsoft
word itself, then launch the photoshop icon from this
menu. microsoft office 2007 also improves its usefulness
with infopath 2007. like its predecessor, microsoft office
infopath 2007 has a project wizard that helps users
create customized, drag-and-drop forms. it has also been
updated with a new logic-based form designer and new
data modeling options. users can pin a tab for frequently
used groups of settings to a ribbon tab, so they will be at
the top of the list of available actions whenever they
move to the ribbon. also, users can minimize the ribbon
by clicking the arrow on the left side of it. microsoft
office 2007 has two major components: word, excel,
powerpoint, and access. each office 2007 application
provides a user interface (ui) that supports the entire set
of the office suite tools. however, some applications only
support a subset of the functionality of the others.
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